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September 1, 1958 - - - August 31, 1959


"Factors affecting the viability and germination behavior of coniferous seed. Part II. Cone and seed maturity, Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco." Forestry chronicle 34:275-82 September 1958.

"Factors affecting the viability and germination behavior of coniferous seed. Part III. Commercial processing and treatments similar to processing, Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco, and other species." Forestry chronicle 34:283-98 September 1958.

The forests in your future. Port Alberni, West Coast advocate, 1959. Address to annual meeting of Port Alberni and District Chamber of Commerce, April 1, 1959.


"Surgical aspects of congenital malformations of the heart." British Columbia medical journal 1:431-4 June 1959.

In Symposium on congenital malformations of the heart.


ARMSTRONG, W. M. "Iron ore in B.C." Western miner and oil review 31:40-2 December 1958.


Brief prepared by the following Committee: Marion B. Smith, Edna L. Baxter, Ronald J. Baker, and Craig W. Miller, Chairman.


BAKERS, R. J. *A brief to the Royal commission on education, Province of British Columbia submitted by the Department of English, University of British Columbia.* Vancouver, B.C., January 1959. 42p. Mimeographed.

Brief prepared by the following Committee: Marion B. Smith, Edna L. Baxter, Ronald J. Baker, and Craig W. Miller, Chairman.


“Curricula for poultry majors in the Faculty of agriculture, the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada.” *Poultry science* 37:1057-63 September 1958.


Also published in *Pan* no.2 1958.


“A walk in Kyoto.” *Western humanities review* 13:244-5 Summer 1959.

“Why, you can’t teach creative writing,” by H. Quincy Bogholder [pseud.]. *Inland* 5:3-10 Summer 1959.


BLACK, SAMUEL “Education in art—education through art.” *Education through art*: I.N.S.E.A.A.2:2-4 Spring 1959.


BOURNE, CHARLES E. "The Canadian bill of rights and administrative tribunals—an analysis of the problems raised by Sections 2 (a) and 3 (c), (d) and (e)." Canadian bar review 37:218-27 March 1959.


"Vertebrate metamorphosis." Science 129:592-4 February 27 1959.


Proceedings of the Kamerlingh Onnes Conference on low temperature physics, Leiden, June 1958 under the auspices of the International union of pure and applied physics and organized by the Nederlandse natuurkundige vereniging (Netherlands physical society).


Publication of the Faculty and College of education, University of British Columbia, Vancouver-Victoria.


"Growth studies on Bacillus stearothermophilus." Nora E. Neilson, Mary F. MacQuillan, and J. J. R. Campbell. Canadian journal of microbiology 5:293-7 June 1959.


What happened next; a fable for today. Reprinted from the University of British Columbia law review. v.1, March 1959. 7p.


CONWAY, JOHN S. "'In her other realms and territories.'" International journal 14:175-81 Summer 1959.


9


COULTHARD, JEAN Preludes for piano. No. 1 Leggiero. Toronto, BMI Canada limited, c1959. 5p.


Arranged by a Committee of geophysicists of the Canadian Institute of mining and metallurgy.


Presented at the Northwest regional meeting of A.I.M.E., Spokane, Friday, April 18, 1958.


In Symposium on congenital malformations of the heart.


In Symposium on congenital malformations of the heart.


Translated into Japanese by Dr. Genji Sakaguchi, and published as special number of Shokuhin kenkyu (Studies on food hygiene), April 1959. 100 p.


"Issued under the auspices of the Royal institute of international affairs."


DUNELL, R. A. "Dynamic mechanical properties of nylon 66 and the plasti


"Recent advances in the study and management of mental retardation." British Columbia medical journal 1:583-5 August 1959.


"British Columbia." In *Colliers encyclopedia year book 1959*. 210


and physiology 36:1193-1201 November 1958. 235


FRIESEN, JOHN K. “Scope of activities proper to a university department of extension.” Canadian association of directors of extension and summer schools. Proceedings 1959. Appendix IV. Held at the University of Saskatchewan, June 11-12, 1959. 243


FROESE, CHARLOTTE “Limiting behaviour of atomic wave functions for large atomic number. III.” Royal society. Proceedings 251A:534-5 1959. 245

“On the calculation of the velocity of sound in sea water.” Canadian journal of physics 37:775-9 June 1959. 246

Program for oceanographic computations and data processing on the electronic digital computer ALWAC III-E FSW-1 programs for properties of sea water. N. P. Fofonoff and C. Froese. Nanaimo, B.C., Fisheries research board of Canada, Pacific oceanographic group, September 10, 1958. (Manuscript report series (Oceanographic and limnological) no.27) “Programmed by the Canadian joint committee on oceanography.” 247


GOLDSMITH, HEATHER SPEARS “Love, faith and truth.” Canadian literature 1:81-3 Summer 1959. Review article. 259

GOSE, ELLIOTT R. “Coyote and stag.” Canadian literature 1:78-80 Summer 1959. Review article. 260


“A new Naldi manuscript.” Renaissance news 11:249-51 Winter 1958. 265

GRAY, PETER The chemistry of dinitrogen tetroxide. The acid-base system as the basis of reactivity. Royal institute of chemistry, 1958. 36p. (Lectures, monographs and reports no.4) This monograph is based on the Meldola medal lecture, delivered by Dr. Peter Gray at University college, London, on 16 October 1956. 266


“Molecular structure and molecular vibrations.” Chemical society. Annual reports on the progress of chemistry 55:94-110 1958. 270

“Physics and chemistry of the inorganic azides.” B. L. Evans, A. D. Yoffe and Peter Gray. Chemical reviews 59:515-68 August 1959. 271


GREGGS, ROBERT C. “Archaeocyatha from the Colville and Salmo areas of Washington and British Columbia.” Journal of paleontology 33:63-75 January 1959. 278


Also issued as Faculty of Forestry, University of British Columbia, Research paper no.24. 279


HANRAHAN, T. J. “Bruce Hutchison: Canadian visionary.” British Columbia library quarterly 22:45-9 October 1958. 288


“The decomposition of solid potassium chlorate by X-rays.” Canadian journal of chemistry 37:979-87 May 1959. 294


“Heritability and correlation analyses of egg weight, egg shape and egg number in chickens.” Poultry science 37:967-75 July 1958. 296


"Third party rights in goods subject to conditional sales agreements and chattel mortgages." University of British Columbia law review 1:23-66 March 1959.


Publication of the Faculty and College of education, University of British Columbia: Vancouver-Victoria.

"Why should elementary teachers hold degrees?" B.C. teacher 38:397-400 May-June 1959.


"When should proximal colostomy be performed for gastrojejunal fistula?" A.M.A. archives of surgery 78:472-9 March 1959.


KATZ, JOSEPH "Paragraphing ideas. A discussion of the processes by which a good paragraph can be constructed." B.C. teacher 38:135-8 December 1958.


"Strength retention in wood decayed to small weight losses." Forest products journal 8:308-14 October 1958.


KRAJINA, VLADIMIR J. Bioclimatic zones in British Columbia. Vancouver, B.C., The University of British Columbia, August 1 1959. 47p. (Botanical series no.1)


"The effect of various conservation measures or works on the aquatic environment and on the stocks of that environment." International union for conservation of nature and natural resources, Athens, Greece, September 1958. [Proceedings of technical meeting 7:2-10 1958. (Background paper RT7/1d/23)]


LEIMANIS, E. J. "Jeus Krust a sianas varbutjais datums." (A possible date of crucifixion of Jesus Christ according to astronomical calculations.) Cela biedrs 2:20-2, 3:57-8 Februaris, Mars, 1959.


The annual publication of the School of social work, University of Southern California.


Publication of the Faculty and College of education, University of British Columbia: Vancouver-Victoria.
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MACKAY, J. ROSS The Anderson river map-area N.W.T. Ottawa, Department of mines and technical surveys, Geographical branch, 1958. 187p. (Memoir 5)

392


393


394

"Conformality, mathematical and visual." Professional geographer n.s.10:l2-3 September 1958.

395


396

"A subsurface organic layer associated with permafrost in the Western Arctic. Ottawa, Department of mines and technical surveys, Geographical branch, 1958. 21p. (Geographical paper 18)
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Geographical branch, Department of mines and technical surveys, Ottawa.
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"What we expect from education." Educational record of the Province of Quebec 75:60-4 April-June 1959.

404


405


406
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"The identification of one active component from brain extracts containing factor I." *Journal of physiology* 146:358-68 May 19 May 1959. 413


McPHAIL, J. D. *Key to the croakers (Sciaenidae) of the Eastern Pacific.* Vancouver, University of British Columbia, Institute of fisheries, November 1958. 20p. (Museum contribution no.2) 420

MacPHEE, E. D. *The report of the Royal commission on the tree-fruit industry of British Columbia, October 1958.* Victoria, Queen’s printer, 1958. 810p. 421

MacQUEEN, IAN C. "The honorary president." *UBC forester* 1959:51. 422


MARCUS, M. D. "All linear operators leaving the unitary group invariant." *Duke mathematical journal* 26:155-44 March 1959. 424


MATHER, JAMES M. "UBC child health program; a new approach." Canada’s health and welfare 14:6-7 March 1959. 430


MATSUNAGA, YOshio "Electron spin resonance absorption of aromatic *Canadian journal of chemistry* 37:634-7 March 1959. 432


MILLER, C. W. A brief to the Royal commission on education, Province of British Columbia submitted by the Department of English, University of British Columbia. Vancouver, B.C., January 1959. 42p. Mimeographed. Brief prepared by the following Committee: Marion B. Smith, Edna L. Baxter, Ronald J. Baker and Craig W. Miller, Chairman. 20


IRE Canadian convention record 1958:459-64.  
Canadian pharmaceutical journal: Scientific section 92:53-6 April 1959.  
Canadian pharmaceutical journal 91:540-4 September 1958.  
MORTON, JAMES W. "The clinical application of pulmonary function tests."  
British Columbia medical journal 1:252-3 April 1959.  
MORTON, K. S. "A review of the literature on burns and trauma. (October 1957 to September 1958)."  
MOYLS, R. N. "Some extreme value results for indefinite Hermitian matrices II." M. Marcus, B. N. Moyls, and R. Westwick.  
MUIR, J. F. "Passage of young fish through turbines." American society of civil engineers.  
MULLINS, PETER M. "Basic movement courses: justified?" Maxwell L. Howell and Peter M. Mullins.  
Canadian association for health, physical education and recreation.  
"The sprint start: some research reviewed." Maxwell L. Howell and Peter M. Mullins.  
Canadian association for health, physical education and recreation.  
MUNROE, D. S. "Diuretics in the treatment of heart failure."  
British Columbia medical journal 1:247-50 April 1959.  
MURISON, W. F. "Ecological requirements of certain major coniferous species." British Columbia academy of science.  
International botanical congress, 9th, Montreal, August 1959.  
447 140p. Mimeoographed.  
"Social factors in resource use." B.C. natural resources conference.  
Nakashima, Miyoshi "Effects of aldosterone on blood pressure and electrolyte distribution in the rat." Sydney M. Friedman, Constance L. Friedman, and Miyoshi Nakashima.  
NEILL, J. W. "Banish the back yard..." Family herald 89:6-7 March 26 1959.  
"Some thoughts on retailing." Parts 1-2.  
Canadian florist 54:8-12, 11-14 July 18, August 1 1959.  
"Water and compaction." British Columbia turf conference.  
NEILSON, NORA E. "Growth studies on Bacillus steatofermentans." Nora E. Neilson, Mary F. MacQuillan, and J. J. R. Campbell.  
Canadian journal of microbiology 5:293-7 June 1959.  
Canadian pharmaceutical journal: Scientific section 92:53-6 April 1959.  
"The struggle for Carron; Samuel Garbett and Charles Gascoigne."  
"Who now reads Bolingbroke?" Conservative concepts 1:3-5 Spring 1959.  
Copeia no.2:136-8 July 24 1959. 459
“Why are west coast coho so much bigger?” A. Prakash and D. J. Milne. Western fisheries 57:30, 22 February 1959.

PRETIOUS, EDWARD S. Model tests to determine the effects of proposed dredging by Fenco in the Port Mann-Sapperton areas of the Fraser River. E. Vollmer and E. S. Pretious. Canada, Department of public works, December 1, 1958. 20p. plates, charts. (FRM-230)

A new design for the tide and river discharge electronic control equipment on the Fraser River model. E. V. Bohn and E. S. Pretious. Vancouver, B.C., Dept. of civil engineering, University of British Columbia, November 1958. illus., charts. (Canada. Public works department. Technical note no.33)

At head of title: Fraser River model.

Plants for reduction of shoaling and for improvement of the Fraser River at New Westminster, B.C. E. S. Pretious and E. Vollmer. Canada, Department of public works, August 14, 1959. 61p. plate, charts. (FRM-227 (Part IV)

Suggested glossary for river-training and harbour-development structures. Canada, Department of public works, January 30, 1959. plates, charts. (FRM-331)


“Professor Rynin on the autonomy of morals.” Mind 68:252-5 April 1959.


“Geography at the University of British Columbia.” Canadian geographer 14:46-7 1959.


“Our day in court; BCLA before the Royal commission on education.” British Columbia library quarterly 22:22-59 April 1959.


ST. CLAIRE-SOBELL, JAMES Pronunciation of Russian. Vancouver, University of British Columbia, Department of extension, 1959. 8p.


"Is there a place for industrial arts?” B.C. teacher 38:234-6 February 1959.


Published by the Ontario secondary school teachers federation.


"On Salda morio Zett. and S. muelleri (Gmel.) (Hem., Saldidae) in Britain.” Entomologist's monthly magazine 94:190-2 September 1958.

"The systematic position of Bleteogonus Reuter, 1885 (Hem., Lygaeidae)." Entomologist's monthly magazine 95:117 May 1959.

Zygimus nigriceps (Fallen) (Hem.-Het, Miridae), a genus and species new to the British list.” Entomologist's monthly magazine 94:171-2 August 1958.


In Symposium on congenital malformations of the heart.


In Symposium on congenital malformations of the heart.


"United nations (UN)" *Encyclopedia Canadiana* 10:186-8 1958.


INDEX

Administration, 252, 378, 401-4
Agricultural economics, 10, 11, 505
Agricultural mechanics, 155, 573, 616
Anatomy, 91-5, 142-3, 224-42, 539, 572
Animal science, 39, 46, 99, 110-2, 156, 184, 453, 627
Anthropology and sociology, 34-5, 67-8, 82, 447-8, 518-9, 586-8, 607-8
Architecture, 380, 460, 473-6
Asian studies, 185-9, 297-8, 610-2
Bacteriology and immunology, 183-4, 253-5, 439-40
Biochemistry, 455, 471-2, 479, 512-3, 638-9
Biology, and botany, 47-8, 71, 140-1, 559-66, 446, 525, 577-8, 597-8
Chemical engineering, 122, 216-7, 540, 546-7
Civil engineering, 80, 314, 444, 484-6
Classics, 207, 261-5, 383-91, 416-7, 508
Commerce, 108, 421
Counselling, 405-7
Economics and political science, 150, 163, 181, 327-8, 356-7, 367, 436, 520, 574-6
Education, 66, 100, 151, 331-2, 339, 382, 400, 461, 499-504, 533-8, 553-4
English, 1, 20-4, 50-61, 81, 173-5, 208-15, 260, 336, 490-1, 509, 555, 596, 601-2, 617-8, 628-36
Electrical engineering, 17, 30-1, 80, 85-6, 194-5, 197, 595
Extension, 243-4, 556-7, 600
Fine arts, 49, 66, 382, 419
Fisheries, 63, 65, 113, 160-2, 370, 420, 470, 506-7
Forestry, 2-6, 279, 340-2, 358, 422, 619-20
Geography, 392-8, 514-7
Geology, 172, 176-9, 278, 430, 462, 613-5, 624
History, 144-7, 288, 290, 456-8, 464-5, 530, 558-63
Law, 84, 118-20, 329-30, 401, 487
Library, 32-3, 231-3, 259, 289, 523-4, 585
Mathematics, 88-90, 180, 245-7, 343, 372-5, 424-8, 437-8, 492-4, 584, 589
Mining and metallurgy, 12, 13, 284, 379
Music, 152-4, 553
Neurological research, 256-8, 386-7
Obstetrics and gynaecology, 87
Paediatrics, 199, 206, 481, 637
Pathology, 15, 16, 87, 124-8, 137-8, 165, 206, 220-1, 316, 371, 488-9
Pharmacology, 74, 75, 78, 79, 166-8, 194-7, 227-30
Pharmacy, 489-40
Philosophy, 495-6, 532-3
Physical education, 204-5, 308-13, 466-69, 477-8
Physiology, 62-5, 75, 148-9, 158-9, 304, 410-5
Plant science, 96-9, 408-9, 449-52, 497-8
Poultry science, 41-6, 295-6
Preventive medicine, 429, 454
Psychiatry, 418, 606
Psychology, 86-7, 123, 550
Romance studies, 109, 276-7, 383, 603-5
Slavonic studies, 105, 521, 527, 531
Social work, 381, 621-3
Soil science, 132, 133, 526
Surgery, 7, 8, 9, 14, 25, 72, 74, 83, 114-7, 137-9, 143, 157, 182, 220, 291, 316, 333-5,
399, 443, 551-2, 599, 626
Zoology, 18, 26, 29, 38, 63, 134-6, 156, 162, 222, 226, 299, 300-3, 307, 315, 368-70,
376, 459, 482-3, 541-5, 564-71